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CSI SPEND

WHAT IS STRATEGIC CSI?
"There is a trend towards greater

alignment between the core operations
of the company and its CSI giving,"

says Trialogue director Cathy Duff.

“We call this strategic CSI because

the giving is seen as a benet to

society and the company. A massive
76 per cent of companies surveyed

indicated that they support at least

one strategic CSI project, where the

evidence of developmental results and

benets for the business goes beyond

making the business look good. They
include significant improvements

UNABKIND THE NUMBERS
in relationships with business

stakeholders or competitive advantage

as a result of their CSI strategy.”

Last year saw a drop in the overall CSI spend in South Africa, according “THE DECREASE IN EDUCATIDN SPEND
to the Trialogue Business in Society Handbook 2021. CARYN GOOTKIN WAS LARDELY DUE TO INCREASES IN
finds out where CSI funding was spent and whether the downward trend DISASTER RELIEF AND FOOD SECURITY
is set to continue SPEND." -CATHY one

lobally, 2020 was an extraordinary year: responsive reaction to the pandemic. This was was down lrom 50 per cent in 2020 to

whole sectors ground to a halt, the then adjusted down in 2021. which also affects 39 per cent in 2021. "Over 90 per cent of

pandemic wreaked havoc with health the gures." companies surveyed still support at least
services and lives: and in South Africa. one project in the educational space. from

levels of hunger rose to unprecedented NDNCASH DIVING ECU to tertiary," says Duff. “The decrease

highs. Both corporates and individuals were More companies reported noncash giving in education spend was largely due to

called upon to dig deep and help where (goods, products, services and time), but increases in disaster relief and food security

they could. It is therefore unsurprising that this only constituted 13 per cent of total CSI spend. Interestingly. environmental issues
corporate giving, which Trialogue estimated at expenditure. “Increases in CSI expenditure are not coming through strongly in CSI

R10.7-billion in 2020, dropped in 202i — to an were largely driven by noncash donations," expenditure: only four per cent of expenditure
estimated Rios-billion, But this doesn‘t tell the says Duff. "However. there is little consistency is directed to this cause and a quarter of

whole story. in the valuation of noncash donations. This corporate respondents do not consider

“Companies determine their CSI budgets is especially true 01 time, With only four environmental issues at all in their

for the following year based on their net profit respondent companies putting a value on the CSI programming."

after tax for the current year." says Cathy Duff. a time their employees spent volunteering during

director at Trialogue. "This means that there is a working hours. This is a potential growth area 2022 AND BEYDIID

lag; many companies' profits were down and companies are encouraged to quantity and A reassuring 41 percent otcompanies

in 2020, which resulted in lower CSI budgets include this category in their CSI expenditure.” surveyed predicted an increase in CSI
for 2021. For the rst time in Trialogue’s 24 spending for 2022 and beyond, "Another
years of research in this area, just over half of WHERE THE FUNDING DUES 42 per cent felt their budget would remain

companies surveyed reported reduced Companies tend to support many different the same and only 17 per cent felt their

MONKEVBUSINESSIMAGES
CSI expenditure in 2021. largely due to proiects, With 60 per cent of those surveyed budgets would continue to decline," says
decreased profits," supporting over 10 CSI projects. and nearly a Duffs “This augurs well for 2022 and indicates

These overall numbers do, however, hide a third supporting more than 50 projects each. we may soon see CSI expenditure climbing

lot of discrepancies, including that 36 per cent And there were signicant shifts this year in back to pre~COVlD-19 levels, especially

of companies increased their CSI spend in where the money went. While education if more companies quantify the value of

2021. “Some companies performed extremely still received the largest share oi funding, it volunteering and other noncash giving." I

lSTQCKCOMi
well in 2020 and increased their CSI spend in

2021. but not as many as in previous years," “UUR RESEARBH ALSD SHUWED US THAT IN 2020, SEVERAL BUSINESSES SPENT MURE
says Duff. “Our research also showed us that THAN THEIR CSI BUDGET TO SUPPORT THE IMMEDIATE RESPONSIIIE REACTIIIII Tl] THE

IMAGE
in 2020, several businesses spent more than

their CSI budget to support the immediate PANDEMIB. THIS WAS THEN ADJUSTED DOWN IN 2021." —t:itTHY DUFF
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